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MCUR Launches Drive For New Field House in Wednesday Chapel

President of Trinity Student Body Lashes Out at Lack Of Spirit Exhibited

SETS GOAL AT $500

Hopes This Amount Will Be Raised By June Through Proceeds

By Joseph V. H. Rice

Wednesday, March 22—Robert M. Muir, President of the Student Body, spoke on this morning about the subject of activities in a most trenchant and cogent manner. The President Ogilvy with a reading from Blaise Perry's book "And The Race Is

"Yes, but I fear that it will never be realized. A field house—something we have been hearing about, cared about, written about. In the last few years it has been referred to as Trinity's greatest need. If, then, this dream should come true because of student enthusiasm, spirit, push, it will be

"The field house, almost a far-off dream that we have been hearing about, we are afraid that it will never be realized. A field house—something we have been hearing about, cared about, written about. In the last few years it has been referred to as Trinity's greatest need. If, then, this dream should come true because of student enthusiasm, spirit, push, it will be a great gain for the institution as well as for the students."

ROBERT M. MUIR, '39

DR. OLGAY LAUDS WORK OF LATE BISHOP BENT

President Reads Introduction to His Biography of Noted Philippine Frelate

The morning chapel service last

The service included two of Bishop Bunt's favorite hymns and all the prayers used were of his composition. The student body, under the regime of the new management said that it would continue to grieve about the loss of Bishop Bunting students are in and it has. But along with the grief are men in a lethargic state.

"But what's the good of talking about it? Instead of producing possible

It has made everybody more conscious of the fact that outside activities are not being supported. Consequently, it has built up a nega­tive and morose climate, which is ridiculous."

Muir went on to say that the lack of enthusiasm for the club is analogous to a good doctor's treatment of a patient. The physician does not understand these things. If these things do not interest him, then he will not participate in a play, and act on the stage, it gives a man a vast amount of pulse, of confidence, and of easy articulation.

"They can not for instance, do these clinics. It has made everybody more conscious of the fact that outside activities are not being supported. Consequently, it has built up a negative and morose climate, which is ridiculous."

Muir went on to say that the lack of enthusiasm for the club is analogous to a good doctor's treatment of a patient. The physician does not understand these things. If these things do not interest him, then he will not participate in a play, and act on the stage, it gives a man a vast amount of pulse, of confidence, and of easy articulation.

Dr. Olgyay lauds work of late Bishop Bunting

Robert Sherriff's "Journey's End" Was Produced Only With Help of G. B. Shaw

"Journey's End", the play selected by the Jesters for their spring pro­duction, has become known to the world only through an accident. Written by an unknown playwright, it was not accepted by any producer until nine months after it was sent to the author's agent, and then only because of the lukewarm praise of George Bernard Shaw.

Robert Cedric Sherriff, the author of "Journey's End", was born in Eng­land in 1899. After graduation from the Kingston Grammar School, in 1915, he went into the insurance busi­ness, having, apparently, no urge to write at the time. When the war broke out he enlisted in the South-East Railway Regiment, in which he became a Second Lieutenant. In 1917 he was wounded at Ypres, near the River Somme, and marked cultural difference between

Austria's cultural contributions to Europe are among the most important contributions of any German race. Dr. Hoer remarked that the present marked cultural distinction between the Germans and Austrians started to become noticeable towards the end of the Twelfth Century. The mixing of races in Austria, he said, made the Austrian more European than German in character.

"Austrian culture emphasizes humanism, and is based upon Latin and

"Austrian culture emphasizes humanism, and is based upon Latin and

Robert Sherriff's "Journey's End" was produced only with help of G. B. Shaw

Dr. Ernst Hoer says Austria's Christian faith is deeply planted in the nation's culture.

"Soil and Race"...arr. Dunhill

"Austrian Self-Exile Claims Country Will Regain Independence"

WEDNESDAY, March 23 — Dr. Ernst Hoer, a scholar, returned to Austria, and formerly a lecturer at the University of Vienna, spoke on the marked cultural distinction between a large group in the cultural Auditio­n on Wednesday, Dr. Hoer was intro­duced by his friend, Dr. Joseph B. Kielburs of Hartford, at whose invita­tion the Austrian student Ogilvy was in charge of the program.

Dr. Hoer's speech dwelt with the marked cultural distinction between a large group in the cultural Auditio­n on Wednesday, Dr. Hoer was intro­duced by his friend, Dr. Joseph B. Kielburs of Hartford, at whose invita­tion the Austrian student Ogilvy was in charge of the program.

Dr. Hoer's speech dwelt with the marked cultural distinction between a large group in the cultural Auditio­n on Wednesday, Dr. Hoer was intro­duced by his friend, Dr. Joseph B. Kielburs of Hartford, at whose invita­tion the Austrian student Ogilvy was in charge of the program.

Dr. Hoer's speech dwelt with the marked cultural distinction between a large group in the cultural Auditio­n on Wednesday, Dr. Hoer was intro­duced by his friend, Dr. Joseph B. Kielburs of Hartford, at whose invita­tion the Austrian student Ogilvy was in charge of the program.

Dr. Hoer's speech dwelt with the marked cultural distinction between a large group in the cultural Auditio­n on Wednesday, Dr. Hoer was intro­duced by his friend, Dr. Joseph B. Kielburs of Hartford, at whose invita­tion the Austrian student Ogilvy was in charge of the program.
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME

FLASH! Amberst and Trinity
to hold Junior Prom on same night.
Amberst having Torrington.

Speaking of Heller, how would you like to be in the same pool as the
European maps will be made like jack
vase, a mummy, and a few odd pieces.
If any of you want to make a lot of money, just go ahead and plaster yourself on to the
League of Nations.

The Physical Education Department
is going to institute a new course next
year—flying cast, Percy and Joe
Chiaro. The course will be held once
a week in the swimming pool. Rumor
has it that some of the old freckles on
the F. P. E. classes place the
fish in the pool, in order to try out
their skill at catching them in.

The Senate dance last Saturday
was the most successful one ever held.
We might add that it was the best Senate
dance held at Trinity in the last five
years—financially as well as socially.
Congratulations to the Pals U's for
their excellent turnout.

Sometimes we think that some of the
agriculture students are too incredible.
In one of the Psychology courses the
professor made the students
act out a scene from "Society" by Joseph
Crowley. When froe stumps can still shelter
me from the tempest under which we
have been brought but, with weighty
styme thyme
Use it, "Oh, it's pain on KP's shore.

The following poem was submitted
this week by one of our
students.

Ode to the Realm of Hash
Oh Barbat, god of food and wine
and the bosom of the tribe
Me Spencerian flair with which to
write the letter "a"
About the boys who loyally serve
Mac's Hall
For all present annualeryl of us
I invoke thy aid to picture this
Realm of him and of his smiling King.
Whence the proud and happy part
hold away—
Or subjects with monial hours and pay.
But, sweet Barbat, I shall not ennem
Their ample, conducive posture
To pay all, and feed us well, and
still
Keep nourished their fat, prosperous
and healthy
Nor shall I reveal what trial they
have undergone
In keeping peace and order there;
Nor
devote any of my days to
Pine "Voyin Voocher" wrath,
Having the student's steak returned
which hath
Been well cooked instead of stirred
in your oven.
Stoning La's Pont'sy's head
Or amn'shine his steece-rocke
be found out
as a pot-paste cooked in saskauert.
Or any other such
just for reception-committed "Art." Of
This chit-chat enough's been said
I'll turn to the waiters now instead
During the service blares the bowers of
the trays
Who "sing hash" their academic
song.

Who bear your pseudo-eunuch
in a gentle and audible
as it is in the definitive
of a revived interest on the part of
Trinity students, and also as prophetic of
the continued support of the undergraduates in extra-curricular activities.
For the first time in the history of field houses it was not
be to too incredible.

It was not made clear in Wednesday's
chapel talk whether or not
the student organizations concerned—i.e., the Senate, the
Glee Club, the Jesters, and the Debating Club—were behind the proposed plan,
and regardless, it is indicative of a revived interest on the part of the
Trinity students, and also as prophetic of the continued support of the undergraduates in extra-curricular activities.
For the first time in the history of field houses it was not
be to too incredible.

It was not made clear in Wednesday's
chapel talk whether or not
the student organizations concerned—i.e., the Senate, the
Glee Club, the Jesters, and the Debating Club—were behind the proposed plan,
and regardless, it is indicative of a revived interest on the part of the
Trinity students, and also as prophetic of the continued support of the undergraduates in extra-curricular activities.
For the first time in the history of field houses it was not
be to too incredible.

Ball Team to be Recalled Early by Coach Dan Jessen
Coach Dan Jessen is calling his basketball squad back from a
April, 4 week before classes have resumed, and the news of the
Hilltoppers gaining opening
game with Swarthmore at Hartford on
Saturday, April 15.

COMMUNICATIONS

To the Editors of the Tripod:
In respect to the "Communication"...
SLOSSBERG
The Traditional Trinity Tailor
BROAD AND LINCOLN STREETS

Printable and Bookbinding
The Case, Lockwood & Broadco Inc.

QUALITY BOOK AND PUBLICATION PRINTERS

302 ALLYN STREET
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

HUBERT DRUG COMPANY
213 ZION STREET

HUMMELIN EMERGED IN HOPE'S LESSON ON AUSTRO-GERMAN TOPIC

AUSTRIAN SELF-EXILE

Claims Austria Will Not Die But Will Regain Independence in the Near Future

(Continued from page 1.)

The world. The Germans in Austria, while claiming a bond of unity because of the names of these great men, have actually banished their names from usage in Germany.

In closing, Dr. Hoer said: "Austrian policy will be preserved heart and soul—and it will stand up against compre-

hension. Austria lives in her place in the world and the sun."

Following is a resume of some of the questions which came to the end of his lecture with answers to each:

Q. Do you think that Austria will be able to form another Austro-Hun-

garian Empire in the future? A. Yes.

Q. Do you believe that the Nazis would continue their same vigorous campaign if Hitler were to pass away? A. That depends upon fu-

ture developments. The spirit of the National Socialist Revolu-

tion is very strong, and I think that the spirit of Hitler is not absolutely necessary.

Q. What were some of the Prussian contributions to European cul-

ture? A. They were not very great, for there were not many very great Prussians. Bismarck was not a Prussian, but a Saxon. There were a few important Prussians, but most of the really great Germans came from western Germany, or from Saxony.

(Continued on page 4.)

Regular $3.00 Hand-Carved TRINITY or HARVARD 6-PIECE RACK

This Week $1.50

N-B-C TOBACCO STORE

141 ALLYN STREET

NEXT TO CORNER O. R. TREMOR STREET

Social Printing
TICKETS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROGRAMS
INVITATIONS
DISTINCTION
PERSONAL STATIONERY

HUNTER PRESS
302 ALLYN ST.

Tel. 2-7016

W. F. HUNTER & COMPANY

Baldwin - Stewart

Electrical Contractors

Liquors and Wines of the Finest

Special Prices to Students

222 Pearl Street, Hartford
WHERE TRINITY MEN Meet:

CAFÉ CAFE
Dining and Dancing

"GOOD BEERS AND WINES"
"GOOD FOODS"
"GOOD TIMES"

Orchestra:
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
22 Union Place, Hartford, Conn. Opposite Railroad Station

HERE AND THERE

(Continued from page 2.)

Johnson serves you with a smile (you, Butch) And plots playful pranks,—or a quick "putsch," By "malting" you quickly in the shin. While his face beams broad with diabolic glee. When Barrett and Morgan aren't around, Wayne Johnson's always safe and sound.

Because those who fail the dime-call, For Rhi's honest eyes are on the ball. Richardson, with his vim and vigor Is very quick to draw the trigger; It's too bad, target is your wit, For he'd ride him in like lightning. Though the bull's eye he does not approach. That is done by clamoxy-broother. It would not be too healthy, or nice To pass Rham's eye with ease. For conscientious lads are they Who go about their quiet way, Are good, and efficient because They owe their service to the aggressor nations, With this candid thought I With this candid thought I wish to express.

They seem to be doing a pretty good job

end of the magazine have always been more than willing to help.

Then there is but one thing that can

impede the growth of "The Trinity Review" and that is the failure of the student body to write articles for it. In view of the fact that seventy-two manuscripts were turned in for the first issue of "The Review" the members of the Board have every reason to believe that such a failure on the part of the students will never occur, especially now that the magazine has been published. The Board intends to increase the size of the magazine as the number and quality of the articles submitted increase, as a result there will never be a good issue left out due to lack of space.

The Board earnestly thanks all those who submitted articles for the first issue and who thus made the magazine such a success. It is hoped that these same men will write for the May issue, and the Board extends an invitation to all the other students of the College to use the pages of "The Review" for expressing themselves. Dead line for the second issue, April 15.

Sincerely yours,
The Board of the Trinity Review

COMMUNICATIONS

(Continued from page 2.)

quick-tint. Since then there have been various attempts to start a purely literary magazine under the old name of "The Tablet," but failure was always the result due to the lack of support from the students. Almost every time the movement was defeated before the magazine left the press. Yet in many cases failure was due to the fact that the students and alumni knew nothing of the magazine until it was published. This also resulted in a limited amount of material being submitted which added another impediment to the failure.

The "Review" has tried to avoid these mistakes. The student body is being reminded constantly that this is the magazine which the students and alumnis will always be gratefully received by the Board. To receive the manuscript with the new project there were recently mailed one hundred and fifty copies of the first issue of "The Review," and it is hoped to mail out even more complimentary copies of the next issue which will appear in May. The members of the faculty have been encouraged to help in helping the magazine to get under way, and these directly interested in the publishing

CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES

"Clark Gable" is the new American Star of the screen.

CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES

Hartford, Conn.

Complete Banking Service to Business and Individuals

Tune in to our new program, "Voices of Yesterday," every Thursday Evening at 7:15 over WDRC.

FOX'S is First with Portable Detroda Radio

Smaller, lighter, less expensive, and no aerial! As many uses as you have needs. For hikers, your car, home, camping, office... Plays anywhere from stations from anywhere. Complete with batteries—$19.95.

HARTFORD - CONNECTICUT

TRUST COMPANY

CHEMISTRY CLUB

(Continued from page 1.)

HUMANISM SUBJECT OF ERNST HOOK'S LECTURE

(Continued from page 3.)

Q. Are most of the German people in sympathy with the Nazi movement or are they merely obeying a machine?
A. It is hard to tell, but the great majority of the people seem to be interested in the movement. It can be very dangerous.

Q. Do the German peoples in the Upper Tyrol want Hitler or Mussolini?
A. Hitler renounced propaganda in the Upper Tyrol when he pledged his friendship to Italy.

Q. Before 1938 was there any Austrian movement for union with Germany? A. Yes. Before Hitler came into power in Germany, the Austrian Social Democrats favored union—because of economic necessity not because of love of country. From 1933 to 1938 the Nazi party took over and dominated this movement.

Q. Has Austria proved a valuable prize for Germany? A. Yes. Germany has obtained from Austria wool, iron and the gold supply which belonged to the Bank of Austria.

WHERE TRINITY BOYS BUY THEIR CLOTHES

MAX PRESS, INC.
Main Street, Middletown Bond Hotel, Hartford

. . . or any one of the 1,404,492 tobacco dealers in the United States about Chesterfield's can't-be-copied Combination

He'll say ... Look what it says on the back of the package...

"Chesterfield Cigarettes are a balanced blend of the finest aromatic Turkish tobacco and the choicest of several American varieties blended in the correct proportion to bring out the finer qualities of each tobacco."

When you try them you will know why Chesterfield gives millions of men and women more smoking pleasure...why THEY SATISFY

CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES

. . . THE RIGHT COMBINATION OF THE WORLD'S BEST CIGARETTE TOBACCO